Fine Diner & Proud Cloud
Fine diner: Xabier for always saying please and
thank youu when
ablespeaking to staff during lunch
times.
Proud Cloud: Abby for the amazing
improvement in handwriting over the past few
months. Well done!

Class trip
We spent a lovely day at Verulamium
museum on Wednesday. The children took
part in an artefacts handling workshop,
during which they were able touch and
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week by visiting the Moon Dome and finding out

benefit your child if you discussed with your
child what inverse means.
Maybe you use the inverse with your child

got the correct change by using the inverse.

about the moon, sun and stars. The children
demonstrated what they learnt by writing
fantastic reports linked to their visit.

opportunity to explore the museum in order

investigated how fireworks are made. The

to find out about how the Romans in Britain

children learnt about what different colours

lived.

certain chemicals make if heated by fire. The
children also enjoyed an archery workshop on
Thursday afternoon.
As part of our topic on light, we spent time
investigating shadows. We looked at different

Mrs Wong & Mrs Haines.

our answers using the inverse. It would

and get change, they could check they have

run by Mark from Hands on Science, where we

Have a lovely weekend

methods. We will also be looking at checking

week for the children. We started off the

artefacts. They also were given the

always appreciate your wonderful support.

to look at different addition and subtraction

when you go shopping. If they buy an item

Later in the week we had a science workshop

able to come along to help on the trip. We

MATHS: Next week we are going to continue

Science week has been such an exciting and fun

learn about different genuine Roman

Thank you again to the parents who were

Pre-learning

opaque, translucent and transparent objects
and investigated the different types of
shadows they made.

Dates to remember
-

PE is every Monday and Thursday

-

Year 3 Class assembly Monday 27th
March 09.00 -09.15

-

Family Forest day Saturday 18th
March.
INSET day Friday 31st March so
school will close for the Easter
holiday’s on Thursday 30th March at
12.00pm.

